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Editor^s Choice
Underapplauded Books

Malcolm Jack, Sintra: A Glorious Eden. Manchester;
Carcanet Press, 2002. Pp. xviii + 233; maps;
illustrations.
Reviewed by Kevin L. Cope
t was only a matter of time before someone succeeded in
stretching "the long eighteenth century" back into the stone age
and out into eternity. It is with wonder and delight that we
witness the final extension of modernity across all time by the redoubtable
Malcolm Jack, a scholar who has already won international renown for his
fascinating studies of interdisciplinary topics such as William Beckford's
Portuguese period, the western debate over "progress," and the complicated
satires of ethicist-economist Bernard Mandeville. With clarity and depth
perception worthy of the many painters and narrators who have turned their
pens and palettes to Portugal, Jack presents a long view of Sintra in which the
early modern period fills the foreground while nigh-on the totality of
western—and to some extent non-western—cultural history spreads out in
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vast, sublime yet also scholarly panoramas. The finest book on any
Portuguese topic to date, Jack's treatment of Sintra as a focal point for
cultural exchanges across the ages and as a test-case for theories concerning
modernization and intercultural assimilation is sure to become a classic of art,
literary, and political history.
Jack's study is by no means a standard exercise in local history.
Artifactual from the beginning, the book begins with the roughhewn
productions of flint-chipping cavemen, then chronicles the interactions of
Sintra inhabitants with the full range of classical antiquity, whether as
represented in Varro's satires or in Strabo's or Pliny's geographies or in
ancient reports of Artemis cults (6-7). Sintra, deemed by Lord Byron "a
glorious Eden" (hence the subtitle of Jack's book), seems always to have been
a place more given to cooperation than to conflict. Indigenous peoples,
Romans, invading Suevi tribesmen, and even Moorish conquerors achieved
cooperative arrangements without the trouble of going to war, if only owing
to the lack of adequate resources for achieving domination in a place far away
from everything and yet visited by just about everyone (see chapter two).
Jack has a rare and highly admirable talent for telling political (or tribal)
history in art-historical terms. His brilliant third chapter shows how the
combined influence of the aforementioned groups amalgamated in the early
sixteenth century into the "Manueline" style (named after Dom Manuel, ruler
of Portugal from 1495 to 1521), a dazzling mix of western Gothic, Moorish,
eastern, and precursory baroque styles that would exert influence into
modern times and that would provide an example of the fanciful composite
style that culminated in Horace Walpole's Strawberry Hill, William
Beckford's Fonthill, or Duke Franz von Anhalt-Dessaus'svisionary estate (see
59-61 and chapter 3 passim). For Jack, natural and architectural environ
ments fuse into an evolving cultural idiom that has inadvertently—owing to
exotic tastes in imperial Britain and elsewhere—ended up serving as a role
model for everything from late-Augustan connoisseurship to the modern
European multiculturalism. Cheerfully characteristic of the genial Jack is the
fact that he often elicits large and rich slices of cultural history from
seemingly modest inventions such as cheesecakes (64-65)!
Where Jack really begins to hit his stride and where he most gingerly
stretches the "long" eighteenth century is in his culminating chapters,
chapters four through seven, where he considers four aspects, sources, and
media for the expression of Sintra culture across the ages: the highly
composite royalty and aristocracy; the multifaceted architectural and
landscape traditions; Arcadian artistic and literary genres (with Sintra being
styled as pagan, pastoral, or Edenic paradise); and the British literary
background, full as it is of chatty and opinionated travel writers, geographers.
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and commentators. Jack sweeps across the entirety of cultural history but
reliably shows how the early modern era was pivotal in manufacturing the
idea of Sintra as "a glorious Eden." Long-eighteenth-century Sintra was
likewise proficient in generating many of the more practical ideas that we too
quickly assume emanated from other, more familiar quarters of the Enlight
enment. Chapter four, for example, focuses on the foral, the charter of
Sintra. By insuring the rights of various citizen groups, the foral acted
somewhat like Britain's Magna Carta, as a slightly mythologized point of
reference where modern concepts of liberty might find rudimentary legal and
ideological support. Refreshingly free of the anti-clerical bigotry that plagues
too many academic writers. Jack identifies the extension, in the foral, of
gentleman status to the clergy as a key step toward modern liberalism and
toward freer social conditions (69-73). Political history meets gothic
literature in anecdotes such as the seemingly symbolic fall of the escutcheons
of disloyal families from the palace walls (86-86); history and literature merge
in Jack's account of the establishment of Portuguese as an official vernacular
language (and thereby the language of cultural activity) (75-76); the picaresque
tale of the dashing but untimely martyred King Sebastiao and the resulting
cult of Sebastianismo is both historically informative and artistically worthy
of Tobias Smollett or Aphra Behn. Chapter five continues this measured
mixture of cultural and political history by showing how the extravagant
landscape and architectural styles of the eighteenth century condensed and
ratified the freewheeling internationalism of Sintra society. Not afraid to
recognize that good food, good wine, and goodvacationing are as much apart
of history as are the more melancholy events that appeal to new-historicist
critics. Jack shows how the vacation culture of the English nouveau-riche
(and assorted culture-professionals who always seemed to accompany them)
set a curious kind of cosmopolitan standard that much of Europe would
imitate. Jack relates the exemplary story of Daniel Gildemeester, a Dutch
envoy who finagled a monopoly on the Portuguese diamond trade and who
used his vast wealth to build the quintessential Portuguese villa, Quinta de
Alegria, in the course of which construction he implemented civil works
worthy of the greatest engineers in Europe, inadvertently provided a drill
field for Portuguese military exercises, and found himself in the curious role
of psychiatric caretaker to no less than William Beckford, to whom he and
his wife provided Dutch-style butter, cheese, and other comfort food
(118-23). Jack has a genuine and cheerful appreciation for follies, kitsch, and
extravagance. His appreciation of the faux Arcadianism at Monserrate, the
mock-gothic mansion of Gerard de Visme—another internationalized, moreor-less English plutocrat—provides a fruitful tonic for perons whose
imaginations have been stunted by the modernist austerities.
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Chapters six and seven analyze the "practical" side of Sintra by
examining the literary, artistic, and architectural applications of this world
landmark from modern times onward. Chapter six reviews the numerous
works in which Sintra was presented as Eden or Arcadia (130-33) and
expands the idea of an "early modern" period by recounting the assimilation
of Renaissance Arcadianism into British and other Romanticisms (see 140).
Showing the integrity of Portuguese with British history and art. Jack revels
in composite phenomena such as the emergence of a purportedly "national"
Portuguese style under the guidance of Wilhelm Ludwig, Baron of Eschwege,
a German military engineer entranced be English neo-Gothicism (147-48).
Chapter seven zooms in for a detailed study of Sintra's three most famous
visitors, Vathek author William Beckford, one-man poetry machine Robert
Southey, and Lord Byron, and their role in creating and disseminating the
myths and the modes of Sintra culture. Renowned for his Beckford studies.
Jack is at his best when describing the exquisitely fine responses of aesthetes
to Sintra contexts. We see William Beckford interacting with his physical
space as his exquisite moods vacillate with the alternating breezes from
bracing and balsamic air (160); we see him guided by a mysteriously
apparitional girl to a Claude-style idealized farm, a "blissful setting" where
"Beckford is given a warm welcome" and is "offered good country cheese and
surrounded by curly-haired, chubby-faced children" (167); we see Beckford's
lonely villa brought to life by the charming and musical seminarian, Gregorio
Franchi, who blows in and out of the Beckford house like some strange
combination of the ghost of Mozart and the spirit of sexuality (161-62).
These and many similar scenes allow Jack to paint his own, more-thanClaude-like picture of the day-to-day life of wealthy visitors to Portugal,
providing a history of sensibility in both the literary and social-historical
spheres. It is especially commendable that Jack allows these experiences to
speak for themselves. He never follows the cheap road laid down by many
self-styled "queer theorists" by endlessly celebrating Beckford's homosexual
ity, but instead shows how the composite experience of Portugal absorbed
and overwhelmed Beckford's more specific appetites. Jack is one of the few
cultural historians who has managed to do justice to a habitually puritanical
scribbler like Robert Southey, a surprisingly unresponsive poet who is
eventually won over to Lusitania but on completely different terms than
those embraced by the sybaritic William Beckford (168-176). Jack's compact
study of Lord Byron also adeptly shows us a mixed, middling response to
Sintra. The sage and satirist of Harrow alternately enthuses over the Sintra's
atmosphere and scourges its unfortunate placement in backward and
underprivileged Portugal.
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Sintra: A Glorious Eden concludes with a short chapter on the fate of
Sintra in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, includingthe emergence
of a new, highly philosophical literature focusing on this evocative place.
Ever-artful in a prose more reminiscent of watercolor than of common ink,
Jack renders a stark and yet also luminescent picture of Sintra, a picture that
shows the culture of wealth and the aristocratic privilege that sustained this
romantic haunt going the way of deposed oligarchies throughout Europe
while it also shows modern technology revealing newly evocative and deeply
historical scenes, say that of dinosaurs wandering on the planalto (207). On
the one hand, Sintra follows the Brighton seashore and Coney Island into the
ludic underworld of has-been resorts;on theother hand, modern connoisseurship (and modern bureaucracy) manage to set Sintra in a safe and beautiful if
perhaps limiting frame as a protected world historical and cultural site. Jack
leaves us with images of a resurgent Edenic landscape, a post-traumatic
panorama that "takes on the form of an inverted dream" (208) and that, in all
its uniqueness and locality, is nevertheless composed of the numerous
imported species that assorted enlightened virtuosi introduced into one of the
world's most composite and artificial ecosystems, if onlyfor amusement and
aesthetic gratification. Jack's book completes the restoration of the dreamy,
Edenic Sintra of archaizing eighteenth-century imaginations. Jack has
succeeded not only in telling the story of Sintra, but in re-enacting it, in recanonizing its seemingly peripheral cultural history into the mixed main
stream of European thought. Graceful in style and rigorous in its interdisci
plinary scholarship, Sintra: A Glorious Eden is one of those very few books
that, like any truly international cultural site, is a place that everyone from
every walk of life should visit.
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Dennis Brailsford, A Taste for Diversions: Sport in
Georgian England. Cambridge: The Lutterworth Press,
1999. Pp.255.
Reviewed by Kevin L. Cope
Scholars and literary persons readily make two assumptions about the
partitioning of eighteenth-century time: first, that the period witnessed an
upturn in the hours available for "leisure"; second, that leisure intervals must
have been spent reading books. These familiar notions about eighteenthcentury down-time have proved useful for explaining assorted literary
phenomena, including the expansion of the literary marketplace and the rise
of the novel, but they have failed to account for unstructured hours passed in
pursuits less central to cultivated lifestyles. Dennis Brailsford's A Taste for
Diversions addresses the overlooked issue of the kinetic and ludk rather than
the literary use of open time, focusing, reasonably enough, on what might be
called "the long Georgian" period, when increasing political and economic
stability brought increasing funding and opportunity for recreation.
Refreshingly free of ideological bias or theoretical excess, A Taste for
Diversions is one of the very few books to address the multitiered life of
Georgian England as its roughhewn and recreationally correct inhabitants
lived it rather than as ideologically driven historians would like to imagine it.
Brailsford's impressive opening move is to break the leftist blockade
against the words "England" and "English." In a time when writers insist on
using evasive terms like "British" or "English-speaking" to stress the ethnic
multiplicity and international extension of insular culture, Brailsford
celebrates the"English experience" (7) of sport, "the creating of the new world
of play" (12) that occurred in the uniquely
sector of Georgian Britain.
Brailsford's opening chapters take an incarnationist approach, looking at the
birth and emergence of English sporting culture and attempting to identify
its backgrounds. Brailsford's simple and reasonable criteria for "sport" (as
opposed to a mere pastime) include (i) a degree of order (expressed in the
existence of game rules that are accepted in multiple venues or in the existence
of regulating bodies with pretensions to judge, referee, manage, or otherwise
evaluate sporting events) and (ii) a degree of commercialization (whether in
the form of gambling networks or of ticket and souvenir sales or of
dependable schedules allowing hospitality and transportation professionals to
profit from planned sporting events) (16-17). The many colorful folk
recreations scattered around early-modern England provide Brailsford with
numerous test-cases for the emergence of rudimentary "sport" cultures, as
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measured by the degree of orderliness or commercialism associated with
them.
Chapters one and two reveal the full spectrum of incipient early-modern
sporting activities, many of which reflect less than favorably on the raucous
and bloodthirsty tastes of spectators and participants in both upper and lower
classes. One of the strong points of Brailsford's book is that it never indulges
in the idealizing of working, marginal, or oppressed classes that has become
so fashionable in academic writing, showing instead how the level of social
sensitivity, at any given historical moment, was more or less the same
throughout all the social and economic classes. Brailsford draws a distinction
between sports with a barnyard or military background (the topics of chapter
one) and sports based on balls or other non-practical objects and therefore of
an incipiently modern, overtly recreational character (the topics of chapter
two). In the first of these categories we find the full panoply of grueling if
not gruesome animal and human torture games, ranging from bull- or bearbaiting, cock-fighting, and cock-throwing (an especially brutal undertaking
in which contestants hurled assorted projectiles at pinned, sacrificial roosters)
to more humane if militaristic recreations, whether wrestling, cudgeling,
boxing, sword-fighting, horse-racing, pedestrianism (both walking and
running), or even women's "smock races" (footraces in which fine linen
smocks were prizes). Brailsford is at pains to show that no one group or
social class enjoyed any unique claim to morality; although the cruelest of
these sports may have emanated from the underclasses, they were at one time
or another practiced by any and all, with their economic standing and social
status waxing and waning over the years along with vacillations in audience
composition and fashion. Boxing, for example, went through several status
cycles, with ticket and prize costs driving it up the social ladder in the 1720s
and a new publicaversion toviolent spectacles driving it back down the social
hierarchy later in the century. Even those most responsible for the end of
blood sports were less concerned with the sufferings of the participants than
with more abstract ideological issues. John Wesley and his followers, for
example, rejected cruel sports "for the pain given to every Christian," for
their repugnance to sensitive Christian onlookers rather than over concerns
for their victims (20). The finer, military-originated sports such as track and
field likewise drew only tangential rather than directly topical commentary,
whether condemnations from Sabbatarians opposing Sunday activities or
concerns among economic pundits that betting would bankrupt England's
improvident heirs. Chapter two tells much the same tale with regard to the
fundamentally recreational sports, those played with a ball or otherwise
stressing inutility and free time (including the easygoing sport of hell-ringing,
an English specialty). Whether street football or lawn-bowling, these sports
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came and went and came again among all social classes and drew every
conceivable kind of comment, whether the outrage of Bedford's Moravian
community over the disturbances created during worship times byfootballers
(40) or the hesitations of medical men worried about the possibly deleterious
health effects of swimming. It is much to Brailsford's credit that he
appreciates the comic as well as the grave aspects of early-modern life; he
frequently and daintily juxtaposes such serious business as the Puritan
insurgence against the whimsical athletic events conducted from Henry VIU's
time onward, showing how absurdist wagering on geriatric footraces could
coincide with revolutionary theological debate in a singularly unstable
understanding of "sport." Brailsford's list of funny English game names (49)
is surely one of the most humorous passages in the history of scholarship.
Chapters three through eight examine aspects of the environment of
early sport, an analysis made all the more challenging by the nagging
uncertainty throughout Georgian days as to what "sport" was and as to how
so protean an entity should be understood, administered, or policed.
Georgian society had trouble figuring out whether sport was healthy and
therefore a species of medicine, unhealthy and therefore needful of medicine
(a viewpoint put forth by anti-Onanist John Armstrong [57]), or simply an
occasion for gambling (57). Occasionally sport could prove calamitous or
deadly, as evidenced by the clamors set off by mega-pedestrian George
Wilson's groundbreaking 1,000-mile walk (66) or by occasional experiments
in Grecian-style nude running (67) or by the numerous incidents in which
prize fighters lost their lives. Sport was often marketed as a kind of negative
commodity, as something better to do with free days than raising havoc.
Brailsford makes brilliant use of rare archival sources when he counters those
who regard the Georgian era as a dark chapter in labor history. He points
out that, contrary to the bleak visions of working-class life conjured by
William Blake in Songs of Experience or by Oliver Goldsmith in The Deserted
Village or even by William Hogarth in his graphic suites, many laborers
toiled as little as three days out of the week (76), had fewer demands on their
time than aristocrats and merchants, and badly needed something construc
tive—or at least not damaging—to do on very long weekends. In a dazzling
piece of calendrical sleuthing Brailsford shows how Tuesday became the
preferred day for pugilism exhibitions because it could bypass Sabbatarian
objections to sport or travel on the Sabbath yet could still accommodate an
audience of "workers" who would still be at ease on the fourth day of their
"weekend" (85). Sport was thus often squeezed rather than expanded into
organized, institutional forms. The convergence of widely diverse factors and
limits—here, the combination of audience availability on certain days and the
Sabbatarian effort to close down windows of opportunity—encouraged
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compromise to turn into habit, habit into tradition, and tradition into social
institution.
Early sport was thus under countervailing pressures: on the one hand,
public outcries against everything from religious impropriety to a lack of
stability among bookmakers encouraged the assimilation of play into
institutions with regulatory powers; on the other hand, the ravenous public
appetite for recreational variety encouraged diversification to the point of
freakishness. In Brailsford's account, early sport, as an institution, was in
constant and tense vacillation between two potential courses, between stifling
institutionalization and ferocious diversification, with many ad hoc
compromises to be found in the crevasses between these larger imperatives.
Thus, that most institutional of all whimsies. Royal taste, could make or
unmake a whimsical sport like archery (whimsical because, Brailsford wittily
observes, the last seriously hostile arrow shots had been fired during the
retreat of Charles 1) seemingly overnight (96); thus, the pubs with their
publicans became, in their character as ad hoc sports management centers,
vehicles for the organized expression of their surly clientele's spontaneous
preferences (108-09); and, thus, the period produced a preposterous spectacle
like the tarnished clergyman Lord Frederick Beauclerk, seemingly the very
pillar of the church and gentry, who reserved his clerical collar for Sunday
and embarked on a career of cricketing, playing, sports promoting, and above
all betting, even going so far as to clip cash from a fishmonger whom he
defeated in a 120-yard stakes sprint (117)! A similar duality of dignity and
impulsivity characterized the behavior of the many aristocratic patrons of
sport, who clung to old notions of chivalry when it came to honor in
competition or in betting but who also engaged in such mad caprices as Lord
Craven's hunting rampage on his Ashdown estate, during which he snuffed
out no less than 1,600 hares in "a few days" on the field (187). The outcome
of these conflicting pressures was the emergence of increasingly elitist sports
club charged with regulating an expanding sporting domain that included
everything from turf races to boxing matches. Brailsford once again avoids
the temptation to dismiss these clubs as retreats for the rich, famous, or
privileged, noting that one of the greatest challenges for the cricket clubs was
the recruitment of sufficient numbers of players; with the cost for training
and entering the game getting beyond the lowest classes but the number and
vigor of the aristocracy being limited, rougher groups such as"elite industrial
workers" (for example, miners, lacemakers, or cutlers) were invited to
become cricketeers (162-63). Sporting clubs became powerful and privileged
bastions of meritocratic exclusivity yet paradoxically presided over increases
in social intercourse, mobility, and even leveling that were unprecedented in
other walks of Georgian life.
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By the end of the Georgian period, Brailsford shows us, the terms of the
sports equation had been inverted. Rather than facing an array of excessive
local recreational customs that needed national regulation, national bodies
ended up spreading, normalizing, and legitimizing local, occasionally deviant
diversions. The emerging national market for sport of almost any kind
produced a proliferation of champions and an overall increase in the quality
of athletic performances. Along with this came a partitioning of sports
enthusiasts into participants and observers, if only in response to a booming
sports economy in which in which the value of horses like the legendary
Eclipse could inflate to the high five figures (194). The rise of expensive
"stakes" races in the genteel turf world was balanced by an equal increase in
the fortunes of freakish undertakings. A kind of semi-professional racquetball'
league arose in theFleet and King's Bench prisons, where public competitions
among prisoners were convened for ticket-buying audiences (228). Hybrid
sports and wagers abounded, one bizarre example being the two-way hybrid
high-stakes race (and wager) that pitted a pedestrian traveling from London
to Dover and back against a calligrapher endeavoring to blot one million dots
on pieces of paper (the winner being the first to complete his assigned task)
(205). Sport acted to expand and to some extent democratize elitism as new
contests and recreations (including shooting, sailing, skating, and swimming)
proliferated, as new groups entered sporting (among them, women; see
chapter seven), and as new challenges were found (for example, Allardyce
Barclay's crowd-pleasing attempt to walk 1,000 miles in 1,000 hours). With
his usual deft touch, Brailsford also mourns the victims of new and progres
sive sporting, as in his account of the sad spectacle of the Epping Easter Hunt,
where old-fashioned adherents of stag hunting were forced to chase down the
same tired old prey stag for four years running owing to a lack of interest and
livestock (187).
Brailsford's book doesn't really come to an end but, like stag hunting,
peters out. If there is one flaw with this book, it is in its undifferentiated
richness, in the fact that Brailsford unveils so many anecdotes and so diverse
a body of information that it is often difficult to keep track of the story or
argument of his book. This problem is exacerbated by the lamentable
physical design of the book, with its razor-thin margins and its generic
typeface that runs the dizzied eye in more circles than any eighteenth-century
footrace. Brailsford's compositors may have fallen victim to "Microsoft
Default Syndrome," the bad habit of selecting the default word-processor
settings for "book" and then letting the machine do the rest—and, alas, do the
rest inexpertly (there aremany typographical errors and even whole lines left
to a single period or punctuation mark). Related to this problem is the
strange short-selling of the highly interesting illustrations, which are
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reproduced in an unacceptably small format and abandoned with only the
barest descriptive captions, with no indication of source or date.
These faults aside, Brailsford has offered a cheerful and delightful study
of a neglected area of eighteenth-century culture. He has broken countless
academic shibboleths and exposed more than a few common errors.
Moreover, he has written a book that will prove both enjoyable and
serviceable to an unusually broad audience, from horn-rimmed academics to
sporting enthusiasts to clever laymen. His book is a "diversion" for which a
great many will have a lively "taste," a treasure that will become a permanent
resource and a perpetual source of delight and erudition.

